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Latest snow forecast

High pressure is firmly in charge of the Alps today, but will gradually lose its
influence as the week progresses. This means plenty of fine weather on Monday
and Tuesday but a gradual deterioration from Wednesday onwards.
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Many resorts will see at least some snow later in the week, but it won’t be
particularly cold so some rain is also possible at low altitude. Heavier and more
widespread snow is likely next weekend.

Detailed forecast:

Austria
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday will be mostly dry and sunny with just a
little cloud here and there. Thursday is likely to be cloudier with a few scattered
showers and a little snow above 12001400m in the west, 500900m further
south and east.
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Glorious weather across most of the Alps today. This is Hintertux  Photo: fotowebcam.eu

France
Monday and Tuesday will be mostly fine with just some high cloud drifting
around from time to time. Wednesday may see some thicker cloud, particularly
early on, with a few showers possible (snow above 1000m). On Thursday,
showers are likely to become more widespread with some snow above about
1400m.

Blue skies in Alpe d'Huez today  Photo: alpedhuez.com

Italy
The Italian Alps will be dry and mostly sunny on Monday and Tuesday. On
Wednesday it should stay dry in the eastern Italian Alps, but a few showers
(snow above 1000m) cannot be ruled out further west. Thursday is likely to see
more general cloud cover and widespread showers (snow 12001500m).
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Skiing in June? Yep, there are
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Monday and Tuesday will be mostly fine with plenty of sunshine and just a little
cloud here and there. Wednesday is likely to start cloudy with a few showers
(snow around 1000m) but some places will stay dry and it should brighten up
everywhere later. On Thursday, more widespread showers are forecast with
some snow above 12001400m.

Alps! tinyurl.com/llt6xzy
Outlook:
It will remain unsettled with the prospect of some significant snow in all regions
over the weekend.

Next detailed snow forecast will be on Friday 3 January 2014, but see
Today in the Alps for daily updates
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Contact us...
Got a burning question about
weather or snow
conditions in the Alps?
Contact us and we'll do our best
to answer it...
E: info@weathertoski.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 3151 3154
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